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"It's a love and pain thing, a no one can explain thing, it's simply complicated folks," goes a line from "Curse," one of the central pieces on Making It, not only the new album by the Negro Problem, but the first collection of new songs by the collaborative partnership that is Stew and Heidi Rodewald since Passing Strange, their Tony-winning play turned Spike Lee Joint.

Making it weeps, moans, and sings, as its makers — once coupled, now apart — deliver in equal measure, a male and female, yin and yang, black and white story of love and art, in all its colors and parts. Of course that's what singer-composer Rodewald and the singularly named singer-songwriter-playwright Stew have always done, on route from rock 'n' roll trouble to theatrical triumph, since forming their band the Negro Problem in Los Angeles in the early '90s (Heidi joined in '97).

"For some people, 'making it' means having enough money where you don't have to make art anymore," says Stew. "But I've always told people I became successful when I was 17 and realized that this was what I was going to do with my life — not when we got to the Public Theater or went to Broadway or when Spike shot the movie — but when I made that decision: To be in a band."

Over the course of nine albums, while Stew's concerned himself with making art, making love, and making peace with all of it, Heidi's co-composed and vocalized the earth-pull, down-bound yet supersonic melodies that largely characterized the Negro Problem. But her notations to the songs on Making It are perhaps that much sweeter because of the resistance she initially brought to the project.

"I didn't want to do this record," she admits. But when she heared a bit of her own truth in the climactic "Leave Believe," she says, "We decided that I should be involved — that I'd tell Stew what lyrics he should write for me." The new twist on the creative process was especially gratifying for Heidi, while Stew gave and took what he needed from it too. "Stew said Making It was like his therapy and I told him that therapy only works if you tell the truth." The resulting song, "Therapy Only Works If You Tell The Truth," is as bare-naked as it is straight/no chaser rock 'n' roll.

"Heidi's voice is just a part of our thing: It's definitely moved into the foreground on this record," says Stew, who was inspired by the moods of early Leonard Cohen, and the way he works with female voices, "I always loved that vibe a lot, where the female voice becomes a character from the song, not just a backing vocalist. To me it was very theatrical." But, Stew adds, his influences are more often more abstract than that: "More like what I imagined something sounded like, than what it actually sounded like."

Opening with an exuberant instrumental theme, comedic and chaos quickly combine while the first voice you'll hear is Heidi's. Trading echoing lines of dialogue in "Pretend," the play's the thing, as Stew foreshadows what's about to unfold: "When times get tough the song does too." Love and war, overseas and at home, are no joke in the downtown duo "Pasty Shop" and "Suzy Wong." And in Aspen, where "Black Men Ski," you could say the path is designated "most difficult." Meanwhile, Heidi and Stew roll with the emotional changes and go down swinging, lost and found in a swirl of rock 'n' roll feedback, futuristic jams, flute, and funeral jazz, with a shot of showbiz flair.

continued on page 6.
"It's a love and pain thing, a no one can explain thing, it's simply complicated folks," goes a line from "Curse," one of the central pieces on Making It, not only the new album by the Negro Problem, but the first collection of new songs by the collaborative partnership that is Stew and Heidi Rodewald since Passing Strange, their Tony-winning play turned Spike Lee Joint.

Making it weeps, moans, and sings, as its makers — once coupled, now apart — deliver in equal measure, a male and female, yin and yang, black and white story of love and art, in all its colors and parts. Of course that's what singer-composer Rodewald and the singularly named singer-songwriter-playwright Stew have always done, on route from rock 'n' roll trouble to theatrical triumph, since forming their band the Negro Problem in Los Angeles in the early '90s (Heidi joined in '97).

"For some people, 'making it' means having enough money where you don't have to make art anymore," says Stew. "But I've always told people I became successful when I was 17 and realized that this was what I was going to do with my life — not when we got to the Public Theater or went to Broadway or when Spike shot the movie — but when I made that decision: To be in a band."

Over the course of nine albums, while Stew's concerned himself with making art, making love, and making peace with all of it, Heidi's co-composed and vocalized the punch-pull, down-bound yet supersonic melodies that largely characterized the Negro Problem. But her notations to the songs on Making It are perhaps that much sweeter because of the resistance she initially brought to the project.

"I didn't want to do this record," she admits. But when she heard a bit of her own truth in the climactic "Leave Believe," she says, "We decided that I should be involved — that I'd tell Stew what lyrics he should write for me." The new twist on the creative process was especially gratifying for Heidi, while Stew gave and took what he needed from it too. "Stew said Making It was like his 'therapy' and I told him that therapy only works if you tell the truth." The resulting song, "Therapy Only Works If You Tell The Truth," is as bare-naked as it is straight/no chaser rock 'n' roll.

"Heidi's voice is just a part of our thing; it's definitely moved into the foreground on this record," says Stew, who was inspired by the moods of early Leonard Cohen, and the way he works with female voices. "I always loved that vibe a lot, where the female voice becomes a character from the song, not just a backing vocalist. To me it was very theatrical." But, Stew adds, his influences are more often more abstract than that: "More like what I imagined something sounded like, than what it actually sounded like."

Opening with an exuberant instrumental theme, comedown and chaos quickly combine while the first voice you'll hear is Heidi's. Trading echoing lines of dialogue in "Pretend," the play's the thing, as Stew foreshadows what's about to unfold: "When times get tough the song does too." Love and war, overseas and at home, are no joke in the downbeat du "Pastry Shop" and "Suzy Wong." And in Aspen, where "Black Men Ski," you could say the path is designated "most difficult." Meanwhile, Heidi and Stew roll with the emotional changes and go down swinging, lost and found in a swirl of rock 'n' roll feedback, futuristic jams, flutes, and funeral jazz, with a shot of showbiz flair.

continued on page 6...
During a week of sold-out Making It shows at St. Ann’s Warehouse in Brooklyn, theater-goers who expected Passing Strange part two had their minds revamped, and yet this was Heidt and Stew doing what they’ve always done, working out their songs as the Negro Problem, a band in (in)perfect harmony. Call it an uneasy listening experience that’s easy on the ears, or like easewhopping on the human condition, ultimately Making It is a rock album concerning heartache — and who can’t get with that?

“The albums we put out always show where we are at the times,” says Heidt. “This collection of songs is filled with inaccuracies and that is absolutely accurate in describing our lives during that rough period. The inaccuracies are what make it that much more accurate.”

Stew counters with the facts (as he sees them): “It’s a fact that we broke up during Passing Strange and we had to be in a play for two years together which was pretty intense and largely Making It is about that — not every song, but most of it…”

No matter that he sees it his way and she hers, the creative partnership that remains Stew and Heidt is still clicking. Following a series of shows and the release of Making It, their next collaboration debuts in February 2012 at New York’s Public Lab: Stew’s play The Total Bent, with music by him and Heidt, concerns a gospel singer going rock in a time of epic social and political change. Again, it’s a tussle, this time between the sacred and the profane, at the intersection between life and art.

Hancher Education Update:
Danny, King of the Basement

By Erin Donohue, Hancher Education Program Director

Hancher presented Danny, King of the Basement in collaboration with the Iowa City Community School District (ICCSD) this fall at him Elementary School. This is one of my favorite new programs that we’ve started after becoming a presenter without a building — probably because I get to go back to elementary school for a few days. And I don’t have to do any of the homework.

Danny, King of the Basement is a production by Roseneath Theatre, a company based out of Toronto, Canada. The group visited Iowa City last year with its production of the Incred- ible Spedeways of Jamie Cavagnah, which was met with rave reviews from teachers and children alike. We decid- ed to bring the company’s production of Danny to Iowa City this year, open to all 5th and 6th grade students in the ICCSD. Hancher and the ICCSD have a long partnership together, working to bring professional arts experiences to students in the Iowa City community. Hosting performances in an ICCSD elementary school allows us to reach a number of elementary students in a similar manner to our matinee Stage Door performances that took place in the old building. It’s really amazing how one of their own schools. They are will- ing and ready to talk about the show afterwards and have no problem asking the actors a few hundred questions (we usually have to drag them away to get back to their scheduled classes). One precocious student asked the Toronto-based group during a post-show Q&A if Canadian bacon was really just ham — and the actors did their best to clear up that confusion between fits of giggles.

Hancher and ICCSD plan to continue these types of in-school performances for Iowa City students for years to come. We hope to do even more shows like this in the future to reach a wider range of students and expose them to different forms of art. Hancher’s vision is to bring transformative artistic experiences to every kid — and it’s my hope that we’re able to do this specifically for our youngest generation, creating the next group of arts patrons, artists, and arts leaders.
During a week of sold-out Making It shows at St. Ann’s Warehouse in Brooklyn, theater-goers who expected Passing Strange part two had their minds revamped, and yet this was Hedi and Stew doing what they’ve always done, working out their songs as the Nigger Problem, a band in (im)perfect harmony. Call it an uneasy listening experience that’s easy on the ears, or like eavesdropping on the human condition, ultimately Making It is a rock album concerning heartache — and who can’t get with that?

“The albums we put out always show where we are at the time,” says Hedi. “This collection of songs is filled with inaccuracies and that is absolutely accurate in describing our lives during that rough period. The inaccuracies are what make it that much more accurate.”

Stew counters with the facts (as he sees them): “It’s a fact that we broke up during Passing Strange and we had to do in a play for two years together which was pretty intense and largely Making It is about that — not every song, but most of it . . .”

No matter that he sees it his way and she hers, the creative partnership that remains Stew and Hedi is still clicking. Following a series of shows and the release of Making It, their next collaboration debuts in February 2012 at New York’s Public Lab: Stew’s play The Total Bent, with music by him and Hedi, concerns a gospel singer going rock in a time of epic social and political change. Again, it’s a tussle, this time between the sacred and the profane, at the intersection between life and art.

Hancher Education Update: Danny, King of the Basement

By Erin Donohue, Hancher Education Program Director

Hancher presented Danny, King of the Basement in collaboration with the Iowa City Community School District (ICCSD) this fall at Horn Elementary School. This is one of my favorite new programs that we’ve started after becoming a presenter without a building—probably because I get to go back to elementary school for a few days. And I don’t have to do any of the homework.

Danny, King of the Basement is a production by Rosenroth Theatre, a company based out of Toronto, Canada. The group visited Iowa City last year with its production of the Incredible Speediness of Jamie Cavanugh, which was met with rave reviews from teachers and children alike. We decided to bring the company’s production of Danny to Iowa City this year, open to all 5th and 6th grade students in the ICCSD. Hancher and the ICCSD have a long partnership together, working to bring professional arts experiences to students in the Iowa City community.

Hosting performances in an ICCSD elementary school allows us to reach a number of elementary students in a similar manner to our matinee Stage Door performances that took place in the old building. It’s really amazing how great a colorful 10-foot tall set looks in an elementary school gym.

Danny, King of the Basement is a story about Danny Carter, a 12-year-old boy. Danny and his mother are always moving because there is never enough money to pay the rent. Danny has an active imagination that helps him deal with these difficult situations, especially assisting him in making friends. The show focuses on Danny and his two friends and how they manage to deal with hard life circumstances as young people. The play emphasizes themes such as coping with difficult situations, accepting different family structures, making friends, building self-esteem, and succeeding at school.

Hancher worked with professors and students in the University of Iowa’s College of Nursing to develop follow-up activities for elementary students who viewed the performance. The UI professors and students visited individual classrooms to lead elementary students through the lessons.

Eight out of ten schools participated in the follow-up workshops which took place in the two weeks following the performances. Students reflected on their experience at the performance, thinking of questions they would like to ask Danny and brainstorming their own definition of poverty. The students also worked in groups to choose items to purchase at the grocery store if they only had $7 to spend.

The teachers had many positive responses to the performance. One teacher wrote to me: “The students really enjoyed the performance today! They were so engaged with the show and were asking a lot of questions afterwards. Thank you for all you do.”

Another excited teacher responded about the event: “The performance was wonderful! The kids really enjoyed it, and they have a lot to say about it. We are looking forward to the follow-up activities.” An ICCSD principal noted: “PLEASE ask us again in the future to be a part of these activities. THANK YOU! We really appreciate the opportunity to be a part of this kind of thing. I love our in-school performances for elementary students because the kids are so excited to see a production in one of their own schools. They are willing and ready to talk about the show afterwards and have no problem asking the actors a few hundred questions (we usually have to drag them away to get back to their scheduled classes). One precocious student asked the Toronto-based group during a post-show Q & A if Canadian bacon was really just ham — and the actors did their best to clear up that confusion between fits of giggles.”

Hancher and ICCSD plan to continue these types of in-school performances for Iowa City students for years to come. We hope to do even more shows like this in the future to reach a wider range of students and expose them to different forms of art. Hancher’s vision is to bring transformative arts experiences to every Iowa City student—and it’s my hope that we’re able to do this specifically for our youngest generation, creating the next group of artists, patrons, artists, and arts leaders.
The artist as cultural observer
– or what will Stew & The Negro Problem have to say about Iowa City?

By Maria Vorhis

I wanted to live deep and suck out all the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and Spartan-like as to put to rout all that was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave close, to drive life into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest terms, and, if it proved to be mean, why then to whole the and genuine meanness of it, and publish its meanness to the world; or if it were sublime, to know it by experience, and be able to give a true account of it in my next excursion.

And so with empty pockets and a desire for simplicity, Henry David Thoreau moved into the woods. Thoreau’s departure from society was provoked by his opposition to the rapid takeover of industry. Hating against technology, he ranted, “Why should you live with such hurry and waste of life?”

Over his two year sojourn, Thoreau discovered a refuge in nature. His many adventures on Walden Pond caused critical self introspection, resulting in a better understanding of his environment.

As Orson Welles writes, “A good artist should be isolated. If he isn’t isolated, something is wrong.” Isolation, in Thoreau’s case, bred perspective, and a vision of what life could be. Not all artists desire to detach themselves from their environment in order to comment on it. Regardless, an artist’s role is to reflect her environment, and hopefully offer new perspective. John Lennon similarly described his purpose: “My role in society, or any artist’s or poet’s role, is to try and express what we all feel...as a reflection of us all.”

By welcoming Stew and his band, The Negro Problem, to Iowa City, Hancher presents us with the opportunity to join Stew in rediscovering Iowa City.

What so qualifies Stew to share his impressions of Iowa City? Stew might not know how to build a log cabin, but he’s compelling in his own right. Hailing from Los Angeles, which he sarcastically describes as “the future cultural capital of the world,” Stew has made a name for himself as singer and songwriter, distinguished by his witty wordplay and thought provoking satire. In the early 1990s, Stew formed his rock band, The Negro Problem, with which he won two albums of the year titles. In 2004, New York’s Public Theatre took notice of Stew and commissioned him to write a musical. Surprising even himself, Stew added one more title to his resume: playwright. Stew remembers his and collaborator Heidi Rodewald’s initial response: “We hated most musical theater, especially rock musicals.” Like all good artists, Stew improvised: “I lied and said we’re working on a musical.” Three years later, in 2007, Passing Strange opened in New York. This largely autobiographical coming of age story follows Youth, an adolescent Stew, from his childhood in L.A., to his adventures through Europe. Youth2 goes to Britain and Amsterdam, ultimately coming closer to his authentic self.

Counting Crows front man, Adam Duritz, saw Passing Strange in its early stages at its Berkley run. Duritz raves, “It’s a fantastic musical odyssey that traces the life of a young black musician from his church choir and garage punk band roots in L.A.’s Overwhelm district through the pot house of Amsterdam’s coffee shops to the art riots of late 20th Century Berlin and finally back to L.A. again.” Duritz claims the adventure is about the search for “identity” and “whether or not he is actually ‘passing’ for black.”

From the play’s conception, Stew played the Narrator, and has only recently resigned from the role. The production received seven Tony nominations, and won a Tony for Best Book of a Musical. Passing Strange has garnered a lot of attention, playing across the United States, and even South America. Two months before the original show was set to close, film director Spike Lee jumped on board, agreeing to make Passing Strange: The Movie.

While many artists might be inclined to ride the wave of past success, Stew is already on to new projects. Heidi Rodewald, Stew’s artistic partner in crime, began work on a side project, Brooklyn Orphanus, a collection of songs about the New York borough. Over a year ago, Stew and Heidi visited Philadelphia to promote Passing Strange. While there, they developed Heidi’s idea of profiling towns through songs. Stew explains the idea: “We wanted[ed] to get cities to commission us to write a song cycle about their city.” Celebrating the positive feedback in Philadelphia, the duo packed their bags and set their sights on the Midwest.

Before arriving in Iowa City this past October, Stew made clear that he wanted to see the living, breathing Iowa City, rather than tour run-of-the-mill landmarks. In other words (close to his own), he wanted to eat ribs and visit the barber shop. In keeping with those plans, the first success was getting a haircut on Burlington Street. He then passed the day buying groceries at John’s, discussing new work with Working Group Theatre, browsing the aisles at Prairie Lights, and meeting the Oakland Cemetery’s Black Angel. After a day of extensive note and picture taking, Stew rewarded himself with dinner and drinks at the Sanctuary. Though he has not divulged any ideas, Stew will surely provide us with a refreshing portrait of our town.

Journeying back to the log cabin in the woods to visit our old friend, we are reminded of how technology has truly changed us. Thoreau was not completely anti-technology, but he did prophesize its inherent dangers. Though our gadgets claim to connect us, we are more disconnected than ever. Theatre director, Anne Bogart, is not alone in her search for connection: “My directing became an attempt to remember and to reconnect with an artistic heritage” (Bogart 27). At its best, live performances allow us to publicly wrestle with social issues, open a conversation within the community, and connect us through a new perspective. By inviting artists such as Stew and the Negro Problem to Iowa City, Hancher is engaging in this deeper exploration, one that will bring Iowa City natives and students closer to a common heritage.
The artist as cultural observer
– or what will Stew & The Negro Problem have to say about Iowa City?

By Maria Vorhis

I wanted to live deep and suck out all the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and Spartan-like as to put to rout all that was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave close, to drive life into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest terms, and, if I proved to be mean, why then to whom the whole and genuine meanness of it, and publish its meanness to the world; or if it were sublime, to know it by experience, and be able to give a true account of it in my next excursion.

And so with empty pockets and a desire for simplicity, Henry David Thoreau moved into the woods. Thoreau’s departure from society was provoked by his opposition to the rapid takeover of industry. Railing against technology, he railed, “Why should we live with such hurry and waste of life?”

Over his two year sojourn, Thoreau discovered a refuge in nature. His many adventures on Walden Pond caused critical self introspection, resulting in a better understanding of his environment.

As Onson Wellig writes, “A good artist should be isolated. If he isn’t isolated, something is wrong.” Isolation, in Thoreau’s case, bred perspective, and a vision of what life could be. Not all artists desire to detach themselves from their environment in order to comment on it. Regardless, an artist’s role is to reflect their environment, and hopefully offer new perspective.

John Lennon similarly described his purpose: “My role in society, or any artist’s or poet’s role, is to try and express what we all feel...as a reflection of us all.” By welcoming Stew and his band, The Negro Problem, to Iowa City, Hancher presents us with the opportunity to join Stew in rediscovering Iowa City.

So what qualifies Stew to share his impressions of Iowa City? Stew might not know how to build a log cabin, but he’s compelling in his own right. Hailing from Los Angeles, which he sarcastically describes as “the future cultural capital of the world,” Stew has made a name for himself as singer and songwriter, distinguished by his witty wordplay and thought provoking satire. In the early 1990s, Stew formed his rock band, The Negro Problem, with which he won two album of the year titles. In 2004, New York’s Public Theatre took notice of Stew and commissioned him to write a musical. Surprising even himself, Stew added one more title to his resume: playwright. Stew remembers his collaborator Heidi Rodewald’s initial response: “We hated most musical theater, especially rock musicals.”

“We know what you’re working on a musical.” Three years later, in 2007, Passing Strange opened in New York. This largely autobiographical coming of age story follows Youth, an adolescent Stew, from his childhood in L.A., to his adventures through Europe. Youth greets life head on in Berlin and Amsterdam, ultimately coming closer to his authentic self.

Counting Crows front man, Adam Duritz, saw Passing Strange in its early stages at its Berkley run. Duritz raves, “It’s a fantastic musical odyssey that traces the life of a young black musician from his church choir and garage punk band roots in L.A.’s Overwhelm district through the pull haze of Amsterdam’s coffee shops to the art riots of late 20th Century Berlin and finally back to L.A. again.” Duritz claims the adventure is about the search for “identity” and “whether or not he is actually ‘passing’ for black.”

From the play’s conception, Stew played the Narrator, and has only recently resigned from the role. The production received seven Tony nominations, and won a Tony for Best Book of a Musical. Passing Strange has garnered a lot of attention, playing across the United States, and even South America. Two months before the original show was set to close, film director Spike Lee jumped on board, agreeing to make Passing Strange: The Movie.

While many artists might be inclined to ride the wave of past success, Stew is already on to new projects. Heidi Rodewald, Stew’s artistic partner in crime, began work on a side project, Brooklyn Orphan, a collection of songs about the New York borough. Over a year ago, Stew and Heidi visited Philadelphia to promote Passing Strange, and while there, developed Heidi’s idea of profiling towns through song. Stew explains the idea: “We wanted to get cities to commission us to write a song cycle about their city.”

Celebrating the positive feedback in Philadelphia, the duo packed their bags and set their sights on the Midwest.

Before arriving in Iowa City this past October, Stew made clear that he wanted to see the living, breathing Iowa City, rather than tour run-of-the-mill landmarks. In other words (close to his own), he wanted to eat ribs and visit the barber shop. In keeping with those plans, the first success was getting a haircut on Burlington Street. He then passed the day buying groceries at John’s, discussing new work with Working Group Theatre, browsing the aisles at Prairie Lights, and meeting the Oakland Cemetery’s Black Angel. After a day of extensive note and picture taking, Stew rewarded himself with dinner and drinks at the Sanctuary. Though he has not divulged any ideas, Stew will surely provide us with a refreshing portrait of our town.

Journeying back to the log cabin in the woods to visit our old friend, we are reminded of how technology has truly changed us. Thoreau was not completely anti-technology, but he prophesied its inherent dangers. Though our gadgets claim to connect us, we are more disconnected than ever. Theatre director, Anne Bogart, is not alone in her search for connection: “My directing became an attempt to remember and to reconnect with an artistic heritage” (Bogart 2/7). At its best, live performances allow us to publicly wrestle with social issues, open a conversation within the community, and connect us through a new perspective. By inviting artists such as Stew and the Negro Problem to Iowa City, Hancher is engaging in this deeper exploration, one that will bring Iowa City natives and students closer to a common heritage.

Maria Vorhis is a senior Theatre Arts major at the University of Iowa and one of two Hancher Arts Management interns. She is currently directing Maria Irene Fornes’s Mud, which opens February 9 and runs through the 13. After she graduates this spring she plans to move to Chicago to pursue a career in acting and directing. In her free time she enjoys cooking, going to shows, writing, speaking Italian, and fantasizing about living and eating in Rome.
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<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer of the Arts</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Public Radio</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Des Moines Metro Opera</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Music</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coralville Center for the Performing Arts</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Lights</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachmeier Interiors</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre Cedar Rapids</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oaknoll</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m.c. ginsberg</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chucho Valdés and the Afro-Cuban Messengers / February 10
L.A. Theatre Works, *The Rivalry* / February 23
Tower of Power / March 2
Los Angeles Guitar Quartet / March 6
Lucky Plush Productions, *Punk Yankees* / March 8
Soweto Gospel Choir / March 27
Dave Pietro / April 5
Working Group Theatre, *Mayberry* / April 27–29
Enso String Quartet / May 4
The Gizmo Guys / May 20

Order online at www.hancher.uiowa.edu
Or call 319/335-1160 or 1-800-HANCHER
TDD and access services: 319/335-1158
Hancher Partners are helping us build the future

The Hancher Partners know that Hancher has always been more than a building. Their support provides the building blocks that underpin all of Hancher’s world-class programming—in our original facility, during this "uncontainable" period, and in our future home.

We hope you'll join us in thanking these generous supporters who make it possible for us to connect great artists with great audiences.

Thanks to these loyal partners:
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Family Foundation
Carolyn Brown and Gerald Zimmermann
Hancher Alumni Student Group
Hancher Guild
Heartland Inn Iowa City/Coralville
Hills Bank and Trust Company
Iowa Memorial Union
Scheels
The Gazette and KCRG
Ben and Dorothy Willie

To find out how you or your business can become a Hancher Partner, contact:

Chuck Swanson
Executive Director
Hancher
(319) 335-1133 or (800) HANCHER
Email: charles-swanson@uiowa.edu

The University of Iowa Foundation
www.uifoundation.org/hancher
Hancher Partners are helping us build the future

The Hancher Partners know that Hancher has always been more than a building. Their support provides the building blocks that underpin all of Hancher’s world-class programming—in our original facility, during this “uncontainable” period, and in our future home.

We hope you’ll join us in thanking these generous supporters who make it possible for us to connect great artists with great audiences.

Thanks to these loyal partners:
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Family Foundation
Carolyn Brown and Gerald Zimmermann
Hancher Alumni Student Group
Hancher Guild
Heartland Inn Iowa City/Coralville
Hills Bank and Trust Company
Iowa Memorial Union
Schroeder
The Gazette and KCRG
Ben and Dorothy Willie

To find out how you or your business can become a Hancher Partner, contact:

Chuck Swanson
Executive Director
Hancher
(319) 335-1133 or (800) HANCHER
Email: charles.swanson@uiowa.edu

The University of Iowa Foundation
www.uifoundation.org/hancher
Enjoy the show!
You deserve it!

When it comes to being healthy, women tend to put others before themselves – their children, spouse, family and friends all come first. But to really care for others, we need to care for ourselves. Whether it’s taking care of your physical health through regular check-ups with your health care provider or protecting your emotional well-being by taking time to pamper yourself or chat with friends – women’s health is critical.

UI Women’s Health is pleased to care for the women who take care of so many of us.

For more ideas to care for the important women in your life, visit uihealthcare.org/womenshealth.
To schedule an appointment, call 319-356-2294.
Enjoy the show!
You deserve it!

When it comes to being healthy, women tend to put others before themselves — their children, spouse, family and friends all come first. But to really care for others, we need to care for ourselves. Whether it’s taking care of your physical health through regular check-ups with your health care provider or protecting your emotional well-being by taking time to pamper yourself or chat with friends — women’s health is critical.

UI Women’s Health is pleased to care for the women who take care of so many of us.

For more ideas to care for the important women in your life, visit uihealthcare.org/womenshealth.
To schedule an appointment, call 319-356-2294.
Live for today.
Plan for tomorrow.

Today is the day you take an art class.
Today is the day you swim in the indoor pool.
Today is the day you spend time with friends and neighbors.
Today is the day you move to Melrose Meadows Retirement Community.

Whether you are planning for today or for the future, now is your chance to discover what sets Melrose Meadows apart from other retirement communities.

Today is the day you will live life to the fullest!

Melrose Meadows
A Retirement Community
Elegant Independent and Certified Assisted Living
108 Dakota Drive, Iowa City
319/341-7893
www.melrosemeadows.com

Results.
Expertly assisting area home and condo buyers and sellers, including in The Peninsula Neighborhood at the end of Foster Road in Iowa City and Plaza on Fifth in Coralville.

Alan Swanson, Broker-Associate
319.321.3129 alan.swanson.com

CHANEL

Celebrating 55 years

McDonald Optical

TOYOTA-SCION OF IOWA CITY
www.ToyotaofIowaCity.com

"Best New & Used Car Dealer in the Area"
- As voted by Iowa City Press-Citizen Readers
Live for today.
Plan for tomorrow.

Today is the day you take an art class.
Today is the day you swim in the indoor pool.
Today is the day you spend time with friends and neighbors.
Today is the day you move to Melrose Meadows Retirement Community.

Whether you are planning for today or for the future, now is your chance to discover what sets Melrose Meadows apart from other retirement communities.

Today is the day you will live life to the fullest!

Melrose Meadows
A Retirement Community
Elegant Independent and Certified Assisted Living
108 Dobbs Drive, Iowa City
319/341-7893
www.melrosemeadows.com

Results.
Excellently assisting area home and condo buyers and sellers, including in:
The Peninsula Neighborhood at the end of Foster Road in Iowa City and Plaza on Fifth in Coralville.

Alan Swanson, Broker-Associate
319.321.3129 alan@swanson.com

Celebrating 55 years
McDonald Optical
www.mcdonaldoptical.com

TOYOTA-SCION OF IOWA CITY
www.ToyotaofIowaCity.com

"Best New & Used Car Dealer in the Area"
As voted by Iowa City Press-Citizen Readers

16 S. CLINTON
337-4955
SYCAMORE MALL
337-3737
CORRIDOR WAY CORALVILLE
337-4769
www.mcdonaldoptical.com
Wearing our art on our sleeves—
The Java House and Hancher

JAVA HOUSE BREWSING LOCATIONS
211 ½ E WASHINGTON STREET
1575 S. FIRST AVENUE
713 MORMON TREK BLVD
UIHC - CARVER PAVILION
UIHC - GENERAL HOSPITAL
UIHC - POMERANTZ WEST

WWW.THEJAVAHOUSE.COM

THE MANSION

WHAT'S YOUR STYLE?

From traditional to modern, to everything in between. The Mansion's professional interior design staff can create your style to fit your budget.

FINE FURNISHINGS
INTERIOR DESIGN

www.themansion-interiors.com

518 S. GILBERT ST
IOWA CITY
319-337-5830
M-F: 830-500, SAT: 1000-200

New DVDs
prices starting at
Hundreds of Titles

$6.98

Sean Christopher Lewis and Working Group Theatre, April 27-29
HANCHER
Wearing our art on our sleeves—The Java House and Hancher

JAVA HOUSE BREWSING LOCATIONS

211 ½ E WASHINGTON STREET
137 S. FIRST AVENUE
713 MORMON TREK BLVD
UIHC - CARVER PAVILION
UIHC - GENERAL HOSPITAL
UIHC - POMERantzWEST

WWW.THEJAVAHOUSE.COM

THE MANSION

WHAT'S YOUR STYLE?

From traditional to modern, to everything in between. The Mansion's professional interior design staff can create your style to fit your budget.

Cindy Broomfield, Interior Designer
Megan Broomfield, Interior Designer
Andrew Lawry, Interior Designer
Regina Street, Interior Designer
IBA

FINE FURNISHINGS
INTERIOR DESIGN

528 S. GILBERT ST
IOWA CITY
319-248-2330
M-F: 8:30-5:00, SAT: 10:00-5:00

www.themansion-interiors.com

New DVDs prices starting at Hundreds of Titles

$6.98

IOWA BOOK LLC
8 South Clinton St.
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
(319) 337-4188
www.iowabook.com

HANCHER

Mayberry

A local story.

A Hancher commission.

Sean Christopher Lewis
and
Working Group Theatre,
April 27-29

23
No More Age Spots! No More Spider Veins!

Offering the latest in quick, gentle and safe Cosmetic Laser Procedures.
Also Available:
• Glycolic Acid Peels
• Collagen Injections
• Sclerotherapy of Leg Veins
• Skin Disease & Cancers
• Surgery to Children & Adults

Dr. Leslie Kramer
Board Certified Dermatologist
Cedar Rapids Dermatology
319-362-3434
411 Tenth Street SE • Cedar Rapids

Design to Get You Home
Residential Real Estate,
Home Staging and Design
Certified Home Marketing Specialist
319-331-2320
www.jodiej.com

Jodie J.
FREDERICKS
REALTOR®

No More Age Spots! No More Spider Veins!

Offering the latest in quick, gentle and safe Cosmetic Laser Procedures.
Also Available:
• Glycolic Acid Peels
• Collagen Injections
• Sclerotherapy of Leg Veins
• Skin Disease & Cancers
• Surgery to Children & Adults

Dr. Leslie Kramer
Board Certified Dermatologist
Cedar Rapids Dermatology
319-362-3434
411 Tenth Street SE • Cedar Rapids

Design to Get You Home
Residential Real Estate,
Home Staging and Design
Certified Home Marketing Specialist
319-331-2320
www.jodiej.com
IT’S GONNA GET HOT 2011-2012 SEASON

February 23
HANCHER

RITA T. MARCUS
Rita T. Marcus, Licensed to U.S. Patent No. 4,586,938
Proctor & Gamble, 1996
Professionalism...Integrity...Ethics
My Way of Life...My Promise

319-594-5600—cell
319-354-9440—office
www.ritamarcus.com

BLANK & McCUNE The Real Estate Company
800 East College Street, Iowa City, Iowa 52240
319-354-0483

To find out more about American, visit us at AA.com.

American Airlines. American Eagle and AA.com are marks of American Airlines, Inc. American Eagle is American's regional airline partner. oneworld is a mark of the oneworld Alliance, LLC.
Your sight
Our vision

For over 90 years, Wolfe Eye Clinic has looked to the future in an effort to provide Iowans with the latest eye-care advancements. By staffing our clinics with highly skilled specialists and investing in new technologies, Wolfe has been the name Iowans turn to first for state-of-the-art medical and surgical eye care. After all, improving your sight has always been our vision.

To find out how Wolfe Eye Clinic can help you get a better focus on the arts, call 800-542-7956 or visit www.wolfeeyeclinic.com.

From the Left:
Todd W. Gehman, MD
Cataract and Refractive Surgery
Leah J. Lavee, MD
Cataract and Glaucoma
Charles H. Brown, MD
Medical and Surgical Retina
Benjamin L. Moniz, MD
Glaucoma and Cataract

IT'S GONNA GET HOT 2011-2012 SEASON

FEET FIRST IN THE WATER WITH A BABY IN MY TEETH. Sept 9 - Oct 2, 2011
SMALL MIRACLES Nov 25 - Dec 24, 2011
GUY'S ON ICE; AN ICE FISHING MUSICAL COMEDY Jan 20 - Feb 19, 2012

www.riversidetheatre.org • (319) 338-7672

RITA T. MARCUS
Rita Marcus, Licensed to Sell Real Estate in the State of Iowa since 1996
Professionalism...Integrity...Ethics
My Way of Life...My Promise
319.594.5600—cell
319.354.9440—office
www.ritamarcus.com

BLANK & MCCUNE, The Real Estate Company
306 East College Street, Iowa City, Iowa 52240
319.354.0443

Experience a world of art
Visit the temporary location, UIMA@IMU

Left: People of the Bisagno Island bull mask
Wood, glass, cow horns, fiber, pigment
University of Iowa Museum of Art, Friends of the Museum of Art Foundation 2008.25

Right: Pablo Picasso (Spanish, 1881-1973)
Untitled (vase), n.d.
Glazed ceramic
University of Iowa Museum of Art, Gift of Owon and Leone Elliott 1986.53

American Eagle is Proud to support the 2011-2012 Hancher Season.

To find out more about American, visit us at AA.com.
There's a great jazz station in your pocket.

Download the KCCK app for iPhone or Android and listen to Iowa's Jazz Station right now!

Or listen at WWW.KCCK.ORG

KCRG-TV NEWS
YOUR 24 HOUR NEWS SOURCE

Classical Series
BRUCEMORCHESTRA IV: Crown Imperial
September 10, 2011
Orchestral Showcase: Beethoven 5
September 30 & October 1, 2011
A Baroque Christmas
December 3 & 4, 2011
Fire and Ice
January 21 & 22, 2012
Bruckner 5
February 10 & 11, 2012
St. John Passion
March 24 & 25, 2012
A Slavic Celebration
May 12 & 13, 2012

Popular Series
Simply Sinatra
November 19 & 20, 2011
Radio Holly Days with Five By Design
December 17 & 18, 2011
Good Vibrations: Music of the Beach Boys
May 26, 2012
There's a great jazz station in your pocket.

↓ Download the KCCK app for iPhone or Android and listen to Iowa's Jazz Station right now!

Or listen at WWW.KCCK.ORG

---

Where Innovative Ideas Are Always in Bloom

IOWA CITY Landscaping & Garden Center
The Nuture of Excellence
520 Highway 1 W, Iowa City, 337-8351
www.iowacitylandscaping.com

Nursery | Landscape Design | Gifts | Workshops

---

KCRG-TV NEWS
YOUR 24 HOUR NEWS SOURCE

---

Classical Series
BRUCE ORCHESTRA IV: Crown Imperial
September 10, 2011
Orchestral Showcase: Beethoven 5
September 30 & October 1, 2011
A Baroque Christmas
December 3 & 4, 2011
Fire and Ice
January 21 & 22, 2012
Bruckner 5
February 10 & 11, 2012
St. John Passion
March 24 & 25, 2012
A Slavic Celebration
May 12 & 13, 2012

Popular Series
Simply Sinatra
November 19 & 20, 2011
Radio Holly Days with Five By Design
December 17 & 18, 2011
Good Vibrations: Music of the Beach Boys
May 26, 2012

---

2011/2012 SEASON
TIMOTHY HANKIEWICZ
Music Director
Celebrating 90 years

For venues, times, and additional information:
319.366.8203 or 800.369.TUNE (8863)
www.orchestraiowa.org
Make a Difference--
Get Involved!

Volunteer:
Which festival is your favorite? Consider joining the planning committee for that festival!

Advocate:
The state of Iowa ranks 39th in funding for the Arts & Culture. Call, email, write, or tell your legislators how important it is to support the arts!

Donate:
Donations and sponsorships are always welcome and available at all levels. Your support will make 2012 a success!

www.summerofthearts.org
319-337-7944
info@summerofthearts.org

MUSIC THAT'S BEEN CATCHY FOR 300 YEARS.

Conversations that provoke thought. Stories that reveal the artist's inner secrets. And live performances of the world's greatest music. Iowa's only true Classical station.

Listen with all your heart.

IOWA PUBLIC RADIO
CLASSICAL 91.7 FM
Make a Difference -- Get Involved!

Volunteer: Which festival is your favorite? Consider joining the planning committee for that festival!

Advocate: The state of Iowa ranks 39th in funding for the Arts & Culture. Call, email, write, or tell your legislators how important it is to support the arts!

Donate: Donations and sponsorships are always welcome and available at all levels. Your support will make 2012 a success!

www.summerofthearts.org 319-337-7944 info@summerofthearts.org

Contact Us

MUSIC THAT'S BEEN CATCHY FOR 300 YEARS.

Conversations that provoke thought. Stories that reveal the artist's inner secrets. And live performances of the world's greatest music. Iowa's only true Classical station.

Listen with all your heart.

IOWA PUBLIC RADIO
CLASSICAL 91.7 FM
La Rondine
Don Giovanni
Eugene Onegin

Coralville's newest venue for the performing arts is now open!

Just a few upcoming CCPA events:

West Music presents Pianist Lola Astanova
Sep 24

Walt Whitman Suite featuring Dan Knight
Oct 16

Cedar Rapids Opera Theatre
Love, Loss, and Hope
Nov 13

Orchestra Iowa presents A Baroque Christmas
Dec 4

City Circle Acting Company
A Christmas Carol
Dec 9-18

For a complete schedule of events, visit or call:
www.coralvillearts.org
319.248.9370

new from Random House —
True Blue: a new young adult novel by Jane Smiley, starring a mysterious dapple gray horse.

Forgotten Affairs of Youth: the eighth installment of the beloved Isabel Dalhousie series. Available Dec. 6

Hemingway's Boat: Everything He Loved in Life, and Lost 1934-1961: Paul Hendrickson's invaluable contribution to our understanding of this great American writer.

Prairie Fights

open 9am - 9pm Mon-Sat
open 9am - 6pm Sunday

an Iowa City landmark • downtown Iowa City
The Hilarious Comedy By Oscar Wilde!

The Importance of Being EARNEST

Jan. 27-Feb. 18, 2012

For tickets: 366-8591 or www.theatrecr.org

Get 20% off if you also order tickets to 'Gross Indecency: The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde'

Healthy & Active

Keeping you healthy and active in your retirement years is our goal. Come share in our vibrant community and leave behind all those extra cares and responsibilities of home ownership so you can enjoy the more important things in life.

Come experience the difference...
the LifeCare difference

Call me today for your personal tour
319-351-1720

Patricia Heiden
Executive Director
MA, Health Services Administration
Licensed Nursing Home Administrator
The Hilarious Comedy By Oscar Wilde!
The Importance of Being EARNEST
Jan. 27-Feb. 18, 2012
The Linge Series, Sponsored By The Linge Foundation

Get 20% off if you also order tickets to "Gross Indecency: The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde"
For tickets: 366-8591 or www.theatrecr.org

Hancher Staff
Rob Cline, Director of Marketing and Communications
Richard Gross, Box Office Manager
Janis Hausmahn, Administrative Accountant
Hal Ide, Senior Assistant Box Office Manager
Ron McCrane, Art Design Director
Tim Reiter, Secretary
Eric Donohue, Education Programming Director
Lisa Peperkorn, Assistant Box Office Manager
Gary Santon, Audio Engineer
Ken Schumacher, Production Manager
Derek Shanrock, Lighting and Rigging Supervisor
Charles Swanson, Executive Director
Connie Tipsword, Director of Patron Services
Jacob Tarrow, Programming Director
Danielle Wilbanks, Stage Manager

Student Staff
Tiana Carrillo, Assistant Lighting Supervisor
Sarah Laeson, Video Assistant
Bryce Cloutier, Audio Engineering Assistant
Melina Bau, Marketing Captain
Anna Kahn, Graphics Assistant
Ameria Peczkis, Marketing Assistant
Michelle Redinbaugh, Assistant Stage Manager
Vanessa Ruiz, Playbill Assistant
Michael Turkvanski, Assistant to Production Manager
Whitney Wright, Photography Assistant
Maggie Younger, House Manager

Hancher, The University of Iowa
217 Smith Hall
Iowa City, Iowa 52242-1794
319/335-1135
fax: 319/335-1100
web: http://www.hancher.uiowa.edu

Healthy & Active
Keeping you healthy and active in your retirement years is our goal. Come share in our vibrant community and leave behind all those extra cares and responsibilities of home ownership so you can enjoy the more important things in life.

Come experience the difference...the LifeCare difference

Call me today for your personal tour
319-351-1720

Patricia Heiden
Executive Director
MA, Health Services Administration
Licensed Nursing Home Administrator

Oaknoll Retirement Residence
1 Oaknoll Court
Iowa City, IA 52246
www.oaknoll.com
oaknoll@oaknoll.com

An active LifeCare community since 1966
You never actually own a Patek Philippe. You merely take care of it for the next generation.